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ABSTRACT

This paper provides a case study illustrating how to take
your data from the data warehouse through the data
mining process.  It focuses on data preparation
techniques which are applied before the data is imported
into  Enterprise MinerTM  software as well as those that
can be applied after the data has been imported into the
product.  The information is presented in the form of a
case study using stock market data that is followed from
the data warehouse through the entire data mining
process.

INTRODUCTION

Typically, when people are mining data, they are looking
for relationships among data in a data mart, but they may
not have a good idea of exactly where to look.  The data
is often a complex mix of the useful and pertinent with
the irrelevant and distracting.  This paper focuses on how
to get the data from your data warehouse into a form that
is appropriate to be mined.

To make this paper as useful as possible, it is organized
as a case study using stock market data.  This data was
selected as an example because it is widely known, often
analyzed, and complex with subtle relationships that are
often difficult to characterize.

ABOUT THE DATA

The data used for this paper was obtained via a Standard
and Poor (S&P) COMSTOCK feed that SAS Institute
licensed from 1994 to mid-1996.  A nightly job created a
SAS£ data set that contained daily pricing information
for about 3200 U.S. stocks.  Another SAS data set was
created on a bi-weekly basis containing fundamental data
on the same stocks.  Fundamental data is data that comes
from required 10-Q (quarterly) and 10-K (annual) SEC
filings by any organization with publicly traded stock.
These filings typically contain information about cash
flow (statement of operation) and financial condition
(balance sheet), both of which are considered
fundamental information about a stock.

PREPARING THE DATA

Data mining activities typically work on a data table
organized as rows that represent observations and
columns that represent variables.  Most variables in the
table can be placed into three categories:

1. Target:  The target variable is the variable that is to
be predicted.  This variable is usually present in the
data set used for data mining, but it may not be
present when the results are applied to other data
sets in the future.  For example, a company trying to
determine which customers should receive a mailing
may have historical information about what factors
have influenced customer response in the past.
However, they may want to use that information to
determine whether a new customer would respond to
a mailing or not.

2. Input :  The input variables are variables that may be
used for predicting the target variable.

3. Irrelevant :  The irrelevant variables in the data set
are variables that may provide useful descriptive
information, or they may just be noise, but they are
not to be included when constructing predictive
models for the target.

Before beginning the data mining process, you need to
identify the target and input variables and determine
whether they are in the proper form for use in predictive
modeling.  The question that needs to be answered here
is how and when to prepare the data for analysis.  For
example, irrelevant variables need to be identified and
excluded from the analysis.  Also, input and target
variables may need to be transformed or may contain
outliers that need to be filtered before beginning the
analysis.

There are actually two schools of thought about this
process.  One school says that the job should be done
principally in preparing the data mart in the data
warehouse.  This method has a few advantages:

If you use this method, the filtering and transformation
process can be automatically scheduled to be performed
as part of the process of building the data mart.
Therefore, the resulting data mart can be smaller and
leaner, and the steps do not need to be replicated during
the data mining process.

Also, the warehouse administrator may have a better
understanding of the underlying data and how to
manipulate it and therefore may be in a better position to
know how to clean it up.

The other school of thought could be referred to as the
“kitchen sink” approach:  create a huge table containing
every possible variable of interest and then toss that into
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the data mining enterprise, doing data preparation as part
of the mining process.  Proponents of this approach point
out that often the person analyzing the data understands
it best.  Hence, transforming or filtering the data at the
data warehouse stage may actually remove vital
information that may not appear to be important at first
glance but may turn out to be crucial to the analysis.

Enterprise MinerTM  software is flexible enough to handle
either approach.  It has the tools necessary for data
preparation but can use data which has already been
prepared as well.

In this case study, the preparation of the data took place
partly during the data mart extraction and partly inside
Enterprise MinerTM software.  A full description of the
data preparation process will be given in the following
section.

PREPARING THE DATA MART

Preparation of the data mart began with merging data
from two sources:  daily pricing history and
fundamentals data.  Daily pricing history data was
included for two dates almost three months apart (April
3, 1996 and June 20, 1996).  Fundamentals data was
included for the first of the two dates (see Appendices 1
and 2).  We decided to predict the price differential
between the dates based on the fundamentals information
available at the beginning of the period.  Thus, the target
variable (PRICEDIF) was created for each stock by
dividing its price at the second date by its price at the
first date.  This data was then massaged to create the
final data mart (see Appendix 3).

Before importing the data into SAS Enterprise MinerTM,
the following modifications were made:

x A number of irrelevant variables (e.g., balance sheet
date, company name, cusip number, earnings period
date, etc.) were removed.

x Several other variables were transformed to make
them more useful.  For example:

¡ In the source data, the S&P dividend and
earnings ranking was stored in character format
as A+, B, C, etc.  This variable was converted to
numeric and used as an ordinal variable for the
analysis.

¡ All of the ratings for earnings per share,
revenues per share, etc. for each of the past four
years were removed.  These were replaced by
earnings and revenue growth ratings for the last
year, the last quarter, the last 5 years, etc.

¡ Several variables that are often used by stock
market analysts were created (e.g., return on

equity, debt as a percentage of equity, and
current ratio).

¡ Earnings yields (earnings per share divided by
price) were computed instead of the more
commonly used price to earnings ratio (price
divided by earnings per share).  This index was
used because it is more easily analyzed for
negative earnings.  For example, if a share
priced at $10 had earnings of -$0.01, then the
price to earnings ratio would be -1000.
However, if it has earnings of -$5, then the ratio
would be -2.  Three different earnings yields
were computed for each stock: actual earnings
from the past 12 months, actual earnings from
the past 6 months with projected earnings for
the next 6 months, and projected earnings for
the next 12 months.

After the data was imported into Enterprise MinerTM

software,  additional modifications were made to the data
to prepare it for analysis.  Table 1 lists the variables that
were present in the data set that was passed from the data
mart into Enterprise MinerTM software.

Table 1  Variables in the TRAFUND Data Set

Variable
Name

Variable Label

BETA Volatility Indicator
CAPITAL Capitalization (shares out * price)
CURPEYLD Last 6 mo. + Next 6 mo. Earnings/Price
CURRATIO Ratio of Current Assets to Current

Liabilities
DEBTEQ Long Term Debt/Equity
DIVYIELD % Dividend Yield
EPS1QRT Earnings Growth Last Qtr.
EPS1YR EPS Growth Last Year
FUTGROW % Growth in Earnings Next Year
GRWTH5YR Annualized Earnings Growth Last 5 Years
INSTITUT % Institutional Ownership
NXTPEYLD Next 12 mo. Earnings/Price
ORGPRICE Price as of April 1, 1996
PBOOK Price/Assets per Share
PRICEDIF 3-Month Price Differential (Ratio)
PRICSALE Price/Revenues
PROFMARG Net Profit Margin
REV1YR Revenue Growth Last Year
REV3YR Annualized Revenue Growth Last 3 Years
ROE Return on Equity
SPRANKING Converted S&P Div. And Earnings

Ranking
SPSTARS S&P Stars (1-4)
SYMBOL Ticker Symbol
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TRAILYLD Last 12 Months Earnings/Price The data set was imported into Enterprise MinerTM

software through the Input Data Source node.  The first
thing that was obvious was that several of the variables
had a large percentage of missing values.  For example,
NXTPEYLD and FUTGROW each have 72% missing
values.  Only PRICEDIF and ORGPRICE did not have
any missing values at all.  Missing values will be dealt
with later in the case study.

To begin the second phase of data preparation, we
examined the data graphically and discovered that there
are several extreme values present in this data set (See
Figure 1).

Figure 1  Visualization of Price Differential Data

You can see, for example, that there are two observations
that have a price differential of greater than 85,000%.
While these may be valid observations, they may severely
affect the ability to predict the price differential for the
remaining observations.  If you re-define the range of
values to be displayed in the graph, you can get a better
understanding of the relationship between original price
and price differential.  The modified graph is shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2  View of Price Differential After Restricting
Data Range to Remove Extreme Values

Based on our graphical exploration of the data, we
decided to exclude the extreme values of price differential
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from our predictive modeling exercise.  This task was
accomplished using the Filter Outliers node.

Figure 3  Filtering Observations Using the Filter Outliers
Node

After filtering the extreme values for price differential
from the data set, we needed to examine the variables to
determine which ones were the most important for our
analysis and which ones could be excluded from further
consideration.  Enterprise MinerTM  software provides
tools to assist you in identifying important variables for
your analysis.

For interval target variables, such as price differential,
the Variable Selection node provides access to PROC
DMINE which gives a quick preliminary assessment of
which variables are associated with the target based on a
linear models framework.

However, before we could use the Variable Selection
node, we needed to impute the missing values in the data
set.  We did this using the Data Replacement node.  The
Data Replacement node provides several options for
imputing missing values.  We tried both mean and
median imputation.  Since neither method seemed to
produce superior results, we used the default mean
imputation method for our analysis.

After the missing values were imputed, we ran the
variable selection node to get a preliminary assessment of
which variables were important for predicting price
differential.  The variables that were selected are shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 4  Variables Chosen by Variable Selection Node

In addition to identifying which variables are important,
the Variable Selection node gives us an assessment of
how well the chosen regression model is performing.  For
this particular example, the R2 value was only 0.02.  That
is, the linear regression model only explained about 2%
of the variability in price differential.  This result was
probably due to the fact that the relationship between the
variables and the target is not linear.

This explanation of this result was substantiated by
further graphical exploration of the data and by using the
ANOVA16 option in the Variable Selection node.  The
ANOVA16 option buckets all interval variables into 16
equally spaced buckets and tests the significance of these
bucketed variables in the model.  In almost all cases, the
ANOVA16 variables were preferred to their interval
counterparts, indicating that the relationship between the
variables exhibits some degree of nonlinearity.

At this point, we needed to make a decision about which
modeling technique to use.  We could have used neural
networks to try to capture the nonlinear relationship
between the inputs and the target.  However, our goal
was to determine which variables were most important
for predicting price differential.  While neural networks
are powerful predictive models, they do not provide a
good explanation of which variables were driving the
prediction.

Another factor in our decision was the large percentage
of missing values present in the data.  We decided to use
a decision tree model to analyze the data because it can
handle the nonlinear relationships between inputs and
target and it automatically uses missing values in the
modeling process.

The Decision Tree node in Enterprise MinerTM  software
gives you the option to perform both CHAID and CART
types of analyses for interval, nominal, and binary
targets.  We tried both options and found that we got the
best model results when we used Variance Reduction as
the criterion for constructing the tree.  We also specified
that the minimum number of observations that could be
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contained in any leaf was five.  In the Data Partition
node, we put 70% of the data into a training data set,
20% into a validation data set, and 10% into a test data
set.  The validation data set was used to select the final
decision tree.

The results from running the Decision Tree node are
displayed in Figure 5.

Figure 5  Decision Tree Results Browser

Using the graph in the lower right corner of the screen,
we chose the decision tree that corresponded to the point
where the assessment values for the training and
validation data sets were approximately equal.  We then
viewed the actual tree that was created and found that
Capitalization (CAPITAL) was the most important
variable for predicting price differential.  The first split is
shown in Figure 6, and you can see that stocks with a
capitalization of less than $269 million went into the left
branch and stocks with a capitalization of greater than or
equal to $269 million went into the right branch.

Figure 6  First Split in the Decision Tree

If you follow the left branch of the tree, you see that the
original price of the stock (ORGPRICE) and the ratio of
current assets to current liabilities (CURRATIO) were
also important (Figure 7).

Figure 7  Left Branch of the Decision Tree

If you follow right branch of tree, you find that the price
book ratio (PBOOK)  is also an important variable
(Figure 8).

Figure 8  Right Branch of the Decision Tree

The results from the decision tree correlated nicely with
the results from the variable selection tool.  All of the
variables that were chosen as being important by the
Decision Tree were also chosen as being important by the
Variable Selection tool.  Based on this data mining
exercise, we could say that the top four most important
variables for predicting price differential are
capitalization, original price, ratio of current assets to
current liabilities, and price per assets per share.

So, for example, this decision tree allows you to make
statements like the following:

If  a  stock has a  capitalization  of  greater  than
$269 million, and its original price as of April 1, 1996
was greater than $26, and its price per assets per share
was less than 0.03, then on average, the price differential
for that stock will be about 78%.

This rule illustrates the type of stock that you want to
avoid for this time period.  The stocks that performed
well, on the other hand,  were any stocks with low
capitalization (less than $269 million), low price (less
than $7 per share), and a low current ratio.  This scenario
can be easily understood by recognizing that the period in
question was a good period for the market as a whole.  In
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such a situation, small, low-priced stocks tend to exhibit
greater price movement than do stocks of larger, more
established companies.

EXPLANATION OF RESULTS

This paper is not intended to show you how to determine
what the next best “killer” investment strategy should be.
We just examined one time period while any true
analysis of the stock market should consider many
different time periods and ascertain which factors were
important based on different economic conditions, etc.
Instead, our intent was to illustrate how to apply
Enterprise MinerTM  software to a data set beginning with
the data mart and ending with the analysis of the data.

SAS and Enterprise Miner are registered trademarks or
trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in the USA and other
countries.   £ indicates USA registration.

Other brand and product names are registered
trademarks or trademarks of their respective companies.
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Appendix 1:  Contents of the original daily pricing history data set and fundamentals data set

Daily Price History Data:

�����$OSKDEHWLF /LVW RI 9DULDEOHV DQG $WWULEXWHV�����

� 9DULDEOH 7\SH /HQ 3RV )RUPDW ,QIRUPDW

������������������������������������������������������������������

� '$7(7,0( 1XP � � '$7(7,0(��� '$7(7,0(���

�� '$< 1XP � �� '$7(�� '$7(��

� +,*+ 1XP � ��

� /$67 1XP � ��

� /2: 1XP � ��

� 23(1 1XP � ��

� 23(1,17 1XP � ��

� 6(&7<3( &KDU � �

� 6<0%2/ &KDU � �

� 92/80( 1XP � ��

�� <92/80( 1XP � ��

Fundamentals Data:

�����$OSKDEHWLF /LVW RI 9DULDEOHV DQG $WWULEXWHV�����

� 9DULDEOH 7\SH /HQ 3RV

������������������������������������

�� $66(76 1XP � ���

�� %(7$ 1XP � ���

�� %6'$7( &KDU � ���

�� &200($51 &KDU �� ���

�� &200),1& &KDU �� ���

�� &2001287 1XP � ���

�� &2031$0( &KDU �� ���

�� &8517(36 1XP � ���

�� &86,3180 &KDU � ���

� '$,/<92/ 1XP � ��

� ',9$017 1XP � ��

�� ',95$7( 1XP � ��

�� ',95()<5 1XP � ���

�� ',9<($5� 1XP � ���

�� ',9<($5� 1XP � ���

�� ',9<($5� 1XP � ���

�� ',9<($5� 1XP � ���

� ',9<,(/' 1XP � ��

�� ($513(5' &KDU �� ��

�� (365()<5 1XP � ���

�� (36<($5� 1XP � ���

�� (36<($5� 1XP � ���

�� (36<($5� 1XP � ���

�� (36<($5� 1XP � ���

�� (48,7<5� 1XP � ���

�� (48,7<5� 1XP � ���

�� (48,7<5� 1XP � ���

�� (48,7<5� 1XP � ���

�� ),6&/(1' &KDU � ���

�� *5:7+�<5 1XP � ���
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�����$OSKDEHWLF /LVW RI 9DULDEOHV DQG $WWULEXWHV�����

� 9DULDEOH 7\SH /HQ 3RV

������������������������������������

� +,�� 1XP � ��

�� +,/25() 1XP � ���

� +,<($5 1XP � ��

�� +,<($5� 1XP � ���

�� +,<($5� 1XP � ���

�� +,<($5� 1XP � ���

�� +,<($5� 1XP � ���

�� ,&20($51 &KDU �� ���

�� ,167,787 1XP � ���

�� /$767(36 1XP � ���

�� /,$%,/76 1XP � ���

� /2�� 1XP � ��

� /2<($5 1XP � ��

�� /2<($5� 1XP � ���

�� /2<($5� 1XP � ���

�� /2<($5� 1XP � ���

�� /2<($5� 1XP � ���

�� /67��(36 1XP � ���

�� /750'(%7 1XP � ���

�� 1(7,1<5� 1XP � ���

�� 1(7,1<5� 1XP � ���

�� 1(7,1<5� 1XP � ���

�� 1(7,1<5� 1XP � ���

�� 1(;7(36 1XP � ���

�� 23716<0% &KDU � ���

�� 3$' &KDU � ���

�� 3$<'$7( &KDU � ��

� 3(5$7,2 1XP � �

�� 35()'287 1XP � ���

�� 35,25(36 1XP � ���

�� 5()<($5 1XP � ���

�� 5(918<5� 1XP � ���

�� 5(918<5� 1XP � ���

�� 5(918<5� 1XP � ���

�� 5(918<5� 1XP � ���

�� 63/7)$&� &KDU �� ���

�� 63/7)$&� &KDU �� ���

�� 63/7)$&� &KDU �� ���

�� 635$1. &KDU � ���

�� 6367$56 1XP � ���

� 6<0%2/ &KDU � �

�� ;',9'$7( &KDU � ��
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Appendix 2:  Code to create merged data

GDWD DSUSULFH�NHHS V\PERO RUJSULFH��

VHW VDVWUD\�WUDVKLV �ZKHUH �GD\  
��$35��
G���

RUJSULFH  ODVW�

UXQ�

SURF VRUW�

E\ V\PERO�

GDWD MXQSULFH�NHHS V\PERO HQGSULFH��

VHW VDVWUD\�WUDVKLV �ZKHUH �GD\  
��-81��
G����

HQGSULFH  ODVW�

UXQ�

SURF VRUW�

E\ V\PERO�

GDWD VDVXVHU�WUDIXQG�GURS SD\GDWH L FRPPILQF��

PHUJH VDVWUDL�WUDIXQG DSUSULFH MXQSULFH�

E\ V\PERO�

LI RUJSULFH DQG HQGSULFH�

GLYGDWH  LQSXW�SD\GDWH� PPGG\\����

L  LQGH[�FRPPILQF� 
�
��

LI L WKHQ ERRNYDO  LQSXW�VXEVWU�FRPPILQF� L�� GROODU����

UXQ�
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Appendix 3:  Creation of the final data mart

GDWD VDVXVHU�WUDIXQG� �NHHS V\PERO SULFHGLI RUJSULFH GLY\LHOG

FXUSH\OG Q[WSH\OG WUDLO\OG JUZWK�\U VSUDQNQJ

VSVWDUV EHWD SERRN URH FXUUDWLR GHEWHT FDSLWDO SULFVDOH

SURIPDUJ IXWJURZ HSV�TUW HSV�\U UHY�\U UHY�\U

LQVWLWXW��

VHW VDVXVHU�WUDIXQG�

ODEHO

V\PERO  
7LFNHU 6\PERO


SULFHGLI  
��PRQWK SULFH GLIIHUHQWLDO �UDWLR�


RUJSULFH  
3ULFH DV RI $SULO �� ����


GLY\LHOG  
� GLYLGHQG \LHOG


FXUSH\OG  
ODVW � PR � QH[W � PR HDUQLQJV�SULFH


WUDLO\OG  
ODVW �� PR HDUQLQJV�SULFH


Q[WSH\OG  
QH[W �� PR HDUQLQJV�SULFH


HSV�TUW  
HDUQLQJV JURZWK ODVW TXDUWHU


JUZWK�\U  
DQQXDOL]HG HDUQLQJV JURZWK ODVW � \HDUV


VSUDQNQJ  
FRQYHUWHG V	S GLY� DQG HDUQLQJV UDQNLQJ


VSVWDUV  
V	S VWDUV ���


EHWD  
YRODWLOLW\ LQGLFDWRU


SERRN  
SULFH�DVVHWV SHU VKDUH


URH  
UHWXUQ RQ HTXLW\


FXUUDWLR  
UDWLR FXUUHQW DVVHWV WR FXUUHQW OLDE�


GHEWHT  
ORQJ WHUP GHEW � HTXLW\


FDSLWDO  
FDSLWDOL]DWLRQ �VKDUHV RXW [ SULFH�


SULFVDOH  
SULFH�UHYHQXHV


SURIPDUJ  
QHW SURILW PDUJLQ


IXWJURZ  
� JURZWK LQ HDUQLQJV QH[W \HDU


HSV�\U  
HSV JURZWK ODVW \HDU


UHY�\U  
UHYHQXH JURZWK ODVW \HDU


UHY�\U  
DQQXDOL]HG UHYHQXH JURZWK ODVW � \HDUV


LQVWLWXW  
� LQVWLWXWLRQDO RZQHUVKLS
�

IRUPDW

SULFHGLI SHUFHQW��

RUJSULFH GROODU��

GLY\LHOG

FXUSH\OG

WUDLO\OG

Q[WSH\OG

HSV�TUW

JUZWK�\U SHUFHQW��

VSUDQNQJ ���

VSVWDUV ��

EHWD ���

SERRN ���

URH SHUFHQW��

FXUUDWLR ���

GHEWHT SHUFHQW��

FDSLWDO FRPPD���

SULFVDOH ���

SURIPDUJ SHUFHQW��

IXWJURZ SHUFHQW��

HSV�\U

UHY�\U

UHY�\U SHUFHQW��

LQVWLWXW SHUFHQW��

�

GLY\LHOG  GLY\LHOG � ����
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JUZWK�\U  JUZWK�\U � ����

LQVWLWXW  LQVWLWXW � ����

VHOHFW �VSUDQN��

ZKHQ �
$�
� VSUDQNQJ  ����

ZKHQ �
$
� 
$$
� VSUDQNQJ  ��

ZKHQ �
$�
� VSUDQNQJ  ����

ZKHQ �
%�
�
%%�
� VSUDQNQJ  ����

ZKHQ �
%
� VSUDQNQJ  ��

ZKHQ �
%�
� 
%%%
� VSUDQNQJ  ����

ZKHQ �
&
� 
&&&
� VSUDQNQJ  ��

ZKHQ �
'
� VSUDQNQJ  ��

ZKHQ �
/,4
� VSUDQNQJ  ��

RWKHUZLVH VSUDQNQJ  ��

HQG�

SULFHGLI  HQGSULFH � RUJSULFH�

FXUSH\OG  FXUQWHSV � RUJSULFH�

WUDLO\OG  OVW��HSV � RUJSULFH�

Q[WSH\OG  QH[WHSV � RUJSULFH�

LI ERRNYDO  � WKHQ ERRNYDO  HTXLW\U��

SERRN  ERRNYDO � RUJSULFH�

URH  FXUQWHSV � ERRNYDO�

FXUUDWLR  DVVHWV � OLDELOWV�

GHEWHT  OWUPGHEW � �ERRNYDO  FRPPQRXW��

FDSLWDO  FRPPQRXW  RUJSULFH � ��������

UHYVKU  UHYQX\U�  ������� � FRPPQRXW�

SULFVDOH  RUJSULFH � UHYVKU�

SURIPDUJ  QHWLQ\U� � UHYQX\U��

HSV�TUW  ODWVWHSV � SULRUHSV � ��

IXWJURZ  QH[WHSV � OVW��HSV � ��

HSV�\U  FXUQWHSV � HSV\HDU� � ��

UHY�\U  UHYQX\U� � UHYQX\U� � ��

UHY�\U  �UHYQX\U� � UHYQX\U��  ���������� ���

UXQ�
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